
Results & Discussion: 
 
Shoot Wrap reduced cluster compaction, or the number of berries per cm rachis length by 
almost one centimeter, regardless of timing (p = 0.0357). Berry number and rachis length did 
not seem to have been significantly impacted by either technique or timing. However, Shoot 
Wrap at Timing 1 seemed to have a longer rachis by 1 cm than Control at Timing 1 (Table 1).  
 
Table 1: Effects on cluster compaction, berry number, and rachis length by technique and 
timing 

 
 
 Shoot Wrap also reduced lateral emergence counts per vine in the fruit zone by almost 
ten lateral shoots compared to the control, by technique only (Table 2). Lateral length was also 
impacted by technique for both fruit zone by 4 cm between Shoot Wrap and Control, and the 
middle canopy by almost 4 cm (p < 0.0001, Table 3). In the upper canopy, average lateral shoot 
length is shorter in Shoot Wrap by 20+ cm compared to Control and at Timing 2 (p < 0.0001 for 
technique, and p < 0.0006 for timing).  
 Palissage did significantly improve spray penetration by 30% from 33.8% coverage in the 
Control at Timing 1 to 85.1% coverage in Shoot Tuck and 81.7% coverage in Shoot Wrap, both 
at Timing 2 (Figure 1, Table 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Table 2: Impacts of palissage technique and timing on lateral emergence per vine in the fruit 
zone (first 30 cm from the fruiting wire) 

 
Table 3: Effects of palissage technique and timing on average lateral length in the fruit zone, 
mid canopy (middle 30 cm), and upper canopy (top 30+ cm) 
 

 
 
Table 4: Impact of palissage technique and timing on spray coverage of spray cards 

 



 
Figure 1: Spray cards at Timing 1 in the fruit zone. To demonstrate spray coverage, the spray 
cards would turn blue if covered with spray and remain yellow if not covered.  
 
 Yield increased by both Technique and Timing, with Shoot Tuck having the highest yield 
(p = 0.0030) and Timing 2 having more yield than Timing 1 (p = 0.0083). Cluster number per vine 
was also higher by Technique (0.0254) and by Timing (p = 0.0030) with Shoot Tuck at Timing 2 
having the highest number of clusters by 3 clusters compared to control (p = 0.0906) (Table 5). 
There seems to be no difference in fruit composition except for yeast assimilable nitrogen, 
which is about 20% higher in shoot tuck regardless of timing, than in the hedged control (Table 
6). This may be due to a higher abundance of photosynthesizing leaves, and thus a higher 
transpiration per vine and nitrogen uptake (France 2017).   
 
Table 5: Yield parameters per vine by technique and timing  

 
 
 



Table 6: Fruit composition parameters by technique and timing  

 
 

 After conversing with several growers who were trying out palissage and reported 
Downy mildew incidence, an assessment was done, by removing leaves from the middle 1 by 
1.5 meters between veraison and harvest per experimental unit and rating leaves 0 or 1 for 
incidence, then in order of severity from 1 being least severe to 5 being most severe. Shoot tuck 
increased downy mildew incidence, regardless of time (p = 0.0363) while Shoot Wrap showed 
slightly but significantly more severe Downy Mildew symptoms at Timing 1 (p = 0.0054, p = 
0.0865). Severity was also higher in Shoot Tuck, especially at Timing 1, but not as high as Shoot 
Wrap (Table 7).  
 
Table 7: Impacts of palissage technique and timing on Downy mildew incidence and severity  

 
 

Some EPQA metrics were significantly impacted by palissage techniques and timing of 
application. Percent interior leaves were reduced with timing of application (p = 0.0688) and by 
technique with lowest percent of interior leaves in shoot wrap. Leaf exposure was higher in 
Control and Shoot Tuck (p = 0.0008), while Shoot Tuck and Shoot wrap have higher cluster 
exposure flux availability (p = 0.0027) and timing of application slightly increased cluster 
exposure flux availability in Timing 2 (p = 0.0168). However, there seems to be no significant 
difference in leaf layer numbers, occlusion layers, percent interior clusters and leaf layer 
number among techniques or timings (Table 8).  
 



Table 8: Enhanced point quadrat analysis parameters as affected by palissage technique and 
timing 

 



 
 

A cost analysis was constructed to compare the cost of doing palissage at different times 
spent per vine compared to hedging. It costs less to palissage for 45 seconds per vine than to 
hedge twice and remove leaves by machine. The cost to palissage for 60 seconds per vine does 
not differ greatly from the cost of hedging twice and remove leaves by machine (Tables 9 and 
10).  
 
Table 9: Cost analysis of different viticultural practices  
 

Practice  Cost Assumption Source 

Hedging 2x  $95/acre $20/hour skilled Yeh et al 2014 

Hedging 2x + Leaf 
Removal  

$178/ 
acre 

$20/hour skilled, 
$13.50/hour unskilled  

Yeh et al 2014 

Hand Leaf Removal $270/ 
acre 

$13.50/hour unskilled Julian et al 2008  

Hedging 2x + Hand 
Leaf Removal 

$365/ 
acre 

$20/hour skilled, 
$13.50/hour unskilled  

Yeh et al 2014, 
Julian et al 2008   

 
Table 10: Cost analysis of time spent per vine palissaging at different times 
 

Time spent per vine, palissaging Cost 

30 seconds $90.45/acre 

45 seconds $136.45/acre 

60 seconds $181.75/acre 

90 seconds $272.36/acre 

120 seconds $363.15/acre 

 


